
Gate Residential opens 5,000 s/f Fuji at West of Chestnut
February 24, 2017 - Retail

Quincy, MA JP Fuji Group founders Jimmy Liang and Peter Tse, together with Gate Residential,
opened Fuji at West of Chestnut, a 5,000 s/f Japanese fusion restaurant in downtown.
The 128-seat Fuji at West of Chestnut will serve a variety of authentic Japanese fare,
including sushi and other dishes with a Cantonese influence. It also features “WoC”-fried rice, a
signature dish made with shrimp, Char Siu, egg, zucchini, onion, peas, and scallions that is sure to
satisfy any cravings. 
Fuji at West of Chestnut will also serve Omakase — a Japanese phrase that means ‘I’ll leave it up to
you’ — in their Private Chefs Kitchen. The Private Chefs Kitchen consists of a private kitchen and
dining room. The dining room seats 12 guests and allows them to watch as chefs prepare their
Omakase. 
“We’re thrilled to celebrate the opening of Fuji at West of Chestnut, and excited to be one of the
anchor lifestyle features in the heart of the hottest development in Quincy,” said Liang – a Quincy
native who began building JP Fuji Group when he was 19-years-old. “Fuji at West of Chestnut is our
largest space to date, and it offers a unique dining experience with authentic Japanese-fusion fare.
Our new restaurant is the perfect addition to complement a thriving and growing dining scene in
downtown Quincy.”
West of Chestnut features 169 residential units in two six-story urban midrise buildings – including
approximately 12,400 s/f of commercial and retail space on the ground level that will feature
restaurants and active retail stores.
“The opening of Fuji marks another major milestone for West of Chestnut, and we’re excited that our
residents and people throughout the region will have the opportunity to experience this outstanding
restaurant,” said Kyle Warwick, a principal at Gate Residential. 
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